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School Context and Highlights
In 2016 Warooka Primary School had 83 Primary students and 8 School-based Preschool Students. The staff includes mostly
teachers with extensive teaching experience. However in 2016 the school also employed a graduate teacher on a six month
contract. In Term 3 2016, Nick Goudge long time Principal of Warooka Primary School took leave as he transitioned towards
retirement in 2017. He was replaced for two terms by Elizabeth Walsh, an experienced Principal from Hawker Area School. In
October, Kerry-Ann Pointon was appointed as Principal for the next 5 years.
The student population of Warooka Primary School is made up of a small number of children who reside in Warooka and a
much larger number of children who catch one of three buses to school. Many students travel up to an hour and a half each day
however once at school they are always ready and eager to participate in the learning offered.
The majority of students come from an English speaking background and no students are identified as being EALD learners.
The school has four students with verified disabilities (predominantly Speech and Language) and nine ATSI students.
For many years Warooka Primary School has had a reputation for outstanding academic and extra-curricular achievements.
2016 was no exception. The accompanying results show high numbers of students achieving Standards of Educational
Achievement in NAPLAN and Running Record. PAT testing also supported these results.
In June the school was reviewed as part of the External Review process. This review found that the school had high level of
achievement and a strong sense of community but required improvement in the areas of challenge and stretch, learning growth
and engagement, strategic leadership and the effective use of data.
This year students have been involved in a range of activities including
Sports Day and Cross Country
Young Leaders
Surf Day, 6-7 Aquatics camp
A range of SAPSASA teams including football, netball, athletics, basketball, cricket and surfing.
Young Environment Leaders
2-3 and 4-5 School camp at Corny Point
Excursion to Parliament House
4-5 class businesses
War Memorial project and Bublacowie Remembrance Day visit
Music is Fun
A range of student initiated fundraisers
Open Day
Tennis Coaching
Footsteps dance

Governing Council Report
In 2016 we had 12 Governing Council members, a committed group of parents volunteering their time to make up the Warooka
Governing Council. The start of the year saw the retirement of long-standing Governing Council Chairperson, David Lee.
David was on Governing council for many years and supported the school in a variety of fields. New Governing Council
members were appointed and whilst we have a strong council we always welcome new members. This year we sadly
farewelled Principal Nick Goudge, wishing him well for his early retirement. The Principal position was advertised and Josh
Harkin was Governing Council representative throughout the selection process. The position was not filled, however we
welcomed Beth Walsh as temporary Principal for the remainder of the year. Recently the Principal's position was re-advertised,
with it going to Kerry-Ann Pointon. Many of you would be aware this year we had an external review of Warooka Primary
School. The reviewers were impressed with student representatives and provided excellent feedback to teachers, parents,
governing council members and Nick Goudge. They enjoyed hearing about the “Warooka Way” and encouraged us all to keep
up the good work. Overall they were very impressed with our school and how everyone (teachers, parents, students and the
broader community) work together to ensure our school's success. During our meetings we discussed a variety of topics and
made various decisions throughout the year, which we are confident benefit the school and its students, ensuring Warooka
Primary remains a positive learning space. Parents and Friends have been amazing and year-in year-out work incredibly hard
assisting with events including sports day, cross country, hot chocolates, tuck days and fundraising. We thank them for their
ongoing support and contribution to the school. Warooka grounds always look amazing and are looked after really well.
Working Bees are a good opportunity for people to come and contribute your time and skills to ensure various jobs get
completed and more hands make light work so keep your eye out for events when you can jump in and give a hand. Staff
changes are now finalised and, as I complete this report, Term 1 has started. GC approved over-budget expenditure to ensure
the Year 6 and 7 class has all-year teacher continuity. Thank you GC members, Parents and Friends, and staff members for
their ongoing support – the school would not be what it is without you all.
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Improvement Planning and Outcomes
SIP Priority 1:
Higher Standards of Learner Achievement and Growth Literacy and Numeracy
Outcomes:
Whole school literacy and numeracy documents in line with Southern Yorke Partnership have been completed.
Using the 2016 version of the SEA 100% of students achieved SEA in PATR, 92% of students achieved SEA in PATM. All
students not achieving SEA are receiving additional in-class support.
90% of all students achieved SEA in NAPLAN Reading and Numeracy. Those not achieving SEA are receiving additional inclass support.
Half of the Reception students met SEA in Running Records. Many students in this class are identified as needing support with
speech and communication, and are receiving Wave 2 or Wave 3 support.
83% of Year 1 students and 92% of Year 2 students are achieving SEA in Running Records. The rest are receiving additional
support.
In 2016 a higher percentage of students were in the High Bands for NAPLAN Reading Year 3,5,7 and Numeracy Year 7. The
most successful result was Year 3 Reading where 60% were in high bands. Other results showed from 11% to 40% of
students in high bands.
The numbers of students being retained in the higher bands in Reading has remained steady however the number of students
being retained in high bands in both Year 5 and 7 Numeracy has declined. Although small numbers can skew the data the
decline is most obvious from Year 3 to Year 5.
The December A-E results show that most students achieved a C or better except for those students previously identified as
needing support.
SIP Priority 2:
Health and Wellbeing for All
Outcome
Some teachers are not yet trained in Child Protection Curriculum. This will need to be organised in 2017.
Quality intervention happens for students with identified needs in a timely manner despite students often not receiving a
verification.
No psychological health survey was completed by staff in 2016. The changes resulting from uncertainty around leadership has
caused some staff concerns in the last six months, however this should be ameliorated with the appointment of a new principal.
This year the 95% attendance target was not met, due in part to several students spending extended periods of time travelling.
Practices to track and initiate interventions for students with repeated absence are in place and need to be effectively
monitored.
An External School Review was held in June 2016. The following directions were set.
1. Embed agreed and defined pedagogical approaches that support ‘challenge and stretch’ for all learners across the school
through staff collaborative endeavour.
2. Improve the learning growth and engagement of every student through planning, designing and differentiating teaching to
cater for the varying needs, skills, abilities and interests of all students.
3. Build upon the evident teacher capacity through strategic leadership actions that support staff professional learning,
performance feedback and delivery of coherent curriculum and pedagogical agreements.
4. Raise achievement levels through the collection and analysis of various data to monitor, track and target support for learners
at the school, class and individual levels.
Initial steps have been taken to identify areas of practice for improvement. Whole School Literacy and Numeracy agreements
have been put in place. Further strategies to support the achievement of these directions have been discussed and a
Disciplined Dialogue was used to look more closely at student data. Despite the school's consistently good academic results
there is no room for complacency, and a strategy to collaboratively plan for 'challenge and stretch' is needed as part of the new
SIP. In future, the documented planning for and tracking of the few students not yet meeting SEA is essential.
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Performance Summary
NAPLAN Proficiency
The percentage of non-exempt students enrolled in the school at the time of NAPLAN testing, who have
demonstrated achievement in NAPLAN proficiency bands above the National Minimum Standard for Reading
and Numeracy (DECD SEA). The Standard of Educational Achievement (SEA) is defined as children and young
people progressing and achieving at or above their appropriate year level.

Reading

Data Source: DECD special extract from National Assessment Program Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) SA TAA data holdings, September
2016.*NOTE: Reporting of data not provided when less than six students in the respective cohort. A blank graph may imply student count being less
than six across all cohorts.

Numeracy

Data Source: DECD special extract from National Assessment Program Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) SA TAA data holdings, September
2016.*NOTE: Reporting of data not provided when less than six students in the respective cohort. A blank graph may imply student count being less
than six across all cohorts.
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NAPLAN Progress
The data below represents the growth of students from 2014 to 2016 in the NAPLAN test relative to students
with the same original score, presented in quartiles.

Reading
NAPLAN progression

Year 3-5

Year 5-7

State (average)

Lower progress group

13%

0%

25%

Middle progress group

88%

44%

50%

Upper progress group

0%

56%

25%

Data Source: DECD special extract from Student DataWarehouse, September 2016.
*NOTE: Reporting of data not provided when less than six students in the respective cohort. Due to rounding of percentages, data may not add up to
100%.

Numeracy
NAPLAN progression

Year 3-5

Year 5-7

State (average)

Lower progress group

14%

0%

25%

Middle progress group

86%

44%

50%

Upper progress group

0%

56%

25%

Data Source: DECD special extract from Student DataWarehouse, September 2016.
*NOTE: Reporting of data not provided when less than six students in the respective cohort. Due to rounding of percentages, data may not add up to
100%.

NAPLAN Upper Two Bands Achievement
This measure shows the number of non-exempt students enrolled at the time of NAPLAN testing who have demonstrated
achievement in the relevant NAPLAN higher bands.

No. of students who sat No. of students achieving in % of students achieving in
the test
the upper two bands
the upper two bands**
Reading

Numeracy

Reading

Numeracy

Reading

Numeracy

Year 3 2016

10

10

6

4

60%

40%

Year 3 2014-16 Average

10.7

10.7

6.0

5.0

56%

47%

Year 5 2016

9

9

2

1

22%

11%

Year 5 2014-16 Average

9.7

9.7

2.3

1.7

24%

17%

Year 7 2016

10

10

3

4

30%

40%

Year 7 2014-16 Average

8.7

8.7

2.7

3.3

31%

38%

Data Source: DECD special extract from NAPLAN SA TAA data holdings, August 2016.
*NOTE: Reporting of data not provided when less than six students in the respective cohort.
**NOTE: Percentages have been rounded off to the nearest whole number.
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School Performance Comment
The small numbers of students sitting the NAPLAN test at Warooka Primary School means that very often large variations in
percentages are caused by just one or two students. This is reflected in the year on year differences from 2014-2016. In all
cases students who did not meet 2016 SEA in either NAPLAN Reading or Numeracy have been identified and are receiving
additional support. However it is recognised that student achievement does need to be regularly monitored to ensure the
improvements made in previous years, particularly in Maths, do not continue to be eroded.
The teachers use PATR and PATM data to compliment the NAPLAN, particularly in the alternate years, to to inform their
planning and to ensure students are continuing to progress.
The NAPLAN progression data shows, however, that some work needs to be done to examine why the students moving from
Years 3 to 5 are not making upper level progress. Although the majority of students are keeping pace with students with like
scores, plans need to be put in place to extend these students so that they can be challenged in their learning and therefore
experience high growth.
The issue with Year 5 students is also reflected in a drop in numbers of students in the higher bands. The 2016 School
Performance Report shows a considerable drop off of the students in this cohort who were previously in the higher bands. The
cause of this may be a reflection of the repeated changes of teachers experienced by this cohort over the previous 2 years.
These changes have meant that although students are still meeting SEA they are no longer achieving in the top 2 bands. The
decision of Governing Council to fund a full time Year 6-7 teacher in 2017 may go some way to addressing this issue. Also the
move towards consistency in pedagogy, school wide agreements around literacy and numeracy practices, and more rigorous
interrogation of data recommended by the External School Review should mean that future disruptions to classes will have a
lesser impact.
Other system collected data has been provided earlier in this document. From a closer examination of the Running Records
data it can be seen that the majority of students (63%) are reading at levels significantly higher than the SEA. This shows that
strategies in place in the School-based Preschool and Junior Primary classes continue to prepare our younger students for
success in the future.
Both NAPLAN and PAT data continue to show that Warooka students are more proficient in literacy than numeracy, and this
has been identified by teachers as an area for further improvement and a focus for future training.

Attendance
Year level

2014

2015

2016

Reception

88.0%

93.0%

86.2%

Year 01

87.9%

91.4%

88.0%

Year 02

90.6%

89.8%

90.8%

Year 03

91.7%

93.3%

91.1%

Year 04

91.8%

92.7%

90.9%

Year 05

90.5%

90.6%

91.4%

Year 06

92.5%

88.5%

93.3%

Year 07

92.0%

93.7%

88.8%

Total

90.6%

91.6%

90.0%

Data Source: Site Performance Reporting System, Semester 1 Attendance.
Note: A blank cell indicates there were no students enrolled.
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Attendance Comment
2016 was the lowest level of attendance in the last 3 years. Comprehensive tracking of students means that there is a very low
level of unexplained absences (0.7%). Families know to contact school by 10am each day or a call is made home. Several
families in the last year have taken extended family holidays with three students being on exemptions for the whole of term 3.
This equated to 1.9% of the absences. At this time there is not a systematic follow up or referral of those few students who
have chronic non attendance as there are often explanations. This is an area for improvement in 2017.

Behaviour Management Comment
No students were suspended or excluded in 2016. There are relatively few behaviour incidents at Warooka Primary School.
There were no Take Homes or Time Out Admin in 2016. Occasionally a child may be asked to sit out at play time for a yard
infringement. Teachers manage all classroom behaviours and these rarely escalate to involve the Principal. Interestingly, the
Student Opinion Survey shows that although the majority of students feel that they are treated fairly, 30% of students were
unsure that behaviour was well managed. This was not reflected in parent or staff surveys. This may be something to follow up
in 2017 as it may reflect underlying issues that are not being addressed.

Client Opinion Summary
Student Survey
The 43 students that participated in the Student Opinion Survey showed they had very positive opinions about the school and
their learning opportunities.
The highest responses showed that students understood that teachers expected them to do their best (Average Rating 4.6 out
of 5) . Similar numbers agreed that their teachers motivated them to learn (AR 4.5) and finally they agreed that they felt safe at
school (AR 4.4).
The next level of responses were also positive and these included teachers provide useful feedback (AR 4.2), the school looks
for ways to approve (AR4.2) and teachers treat students fairly (AR 4.3).
The two areas that the students were less sure about were that student behaviour is well managed (AR 3.7) and the school
takes students' opinion seriously (AR 3.9)
Parent Survey
11 parent responses were received and they showed that those parents hold the school in high regard. All of the answers were
positive except one response that felt the the school did not take parents' opinions seriously. The top responses of the parents
were similar to those of the students. They strongly agreed that their children felt safe at school (AR 4.9) and teachers expected
students to do their best (AR 4.8). Finally, parents agreed that the teachers motivated their children to learn, although this did
not score as highly as other parent responses (AR 4.5).
The next level of responses were also positive and these included belief that they could talk to teachers about concerns, the
school looks for ways to approve and teachers treat students fairly. All scored an average rating of 4.7.
Staff Survey
7 staff members completed the Staff Survey. The majority of staff responses reflected the positive opinions of parents and
students. The questions with the top responses were similar to the parents and students. Most staff strongly agreed that
students felt safe at school, were treated fairly and that the school looked for ways to improve (all AR 4.4). The lowest scores
reflected the need to provide more useful feedback (AR 3.4) and greater support for staff (AR 3.7). Some disagreement with
some questions may have reflected some concerns about the school at the time of the survey.
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Intended Destination
School
Leave Reason

Number

%

Employment

0

NA

Interstate/Overseas

2

14.3%

Other

0

NA

Seeking Employment

0

NA

Tertiary/TAFE/Training

0

NA

Transfer to Non-Govt School

0

NA

Transfer to SA Govt School

12

85.7%

Unknown

0

NA

Unknown (TG - Not Found)

0

NA

Data Source: Education Department School Administration System (EDSAS) Data extract Term 4 2016.

DECD Relevant History Screening
Currently all staff have relevant history screenings as do third party providers and music teachers who visit the site. Copies of
the screenings are kept on file at school. Regular checks were made during the year and two non staff members were found
not to have relevant screening. Both were ask not to attend the site until relevant screening had been obtained.
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Teacher Qualifications and Workforce Composition
All teachers at this school are qualified and registered with the SA Teachers Registration Board.
Qualification Level

Number of Qualifications

Bachelor Degrees or Diplomas

13

Post Graduate Qualifications

6

Data Source: DECD HR Management Reporting System, extracted Term 4 2016.

Please note: Staff who have more than 1 qualification will be counted more than once in the above qualification
table. Therefore the total number of staff by qualification type may be more than the total number of teaching
staff.

Workforce Composition including Indigenous staff
Teaching Staff

Non-Teaching Staff

Indigenous

Non-Indigenous

Indigenous

Non-Indigenous

0.0

5.6

0.0

3.3

0

6

0

5

Full-Time Equivalents
Persons

Data Source: DECD HR Management Reporting System, extracted Term 4 2016.

Financial Statement
Funding Source
Grants: State
Grants: Commonwealth
Parent Contributions
Fund Raising
Other

Amount
$800

$11 100
$18 193.75
$0

$5 806.79

Data Source: Data Source: Education Department School Administration System (EDSAS).

2016 School Annual Report: Tier 2 Funding Report*
*Tier 2 funding provides additional resources to support students who are unlikely to obtain the desired outcomes without further support.

Tier 2 Funding
Section

Tier 2 Category (where applicable
to the site)

Briefly describe how the 2016 funding was used to improve the relevant Outcomes achieved or progress
Standard of Educational Achievement (SEA) outcomes
towards these outcomes

Improved Behaviour Management and
Engagement
Targeted Funding for
Individual Students

Targeted Funding for
Groups of Students

Program Funding for
all Students

Improved Outcomes for Students with
an Additional Language or Dialect
Improved Outcomes for Students with Ancillary staff One on one and small groups work with students identified as having
special needs
Disabilities

All students made significant progress
2 no longer reqd support

Improved Outcomes for
- Rural & Isolated Students
- Aboriginal Students
- Numeracy and Literacy

Support put in place for rural and isolated students to access additional experiences

Camps, excursions dance and tennis
coaching

Significant additional 1:1 and group support is provided for students not achieving SEA

Students are making progress towards
SEA

Funding for additional resources and professional development in the for of TRT days

School is becoming better prepared to
deliver Aust Curr

THis funding is used to suport students with non verified learning difficulties

Students are making progress towards
SEA or NMS

Primary School Counselor role is carried out as part of Principals teaching load

Principal provided Resilience
workshops and activities also
counseled students

First Language Maintenance &
Development
Students taking Alternative Pathways
Students with Learning Difficulties
Grant
Australian Curriculum
Aboriginal Languages Programs
Initiatives
Better Schools Funding

Other Discretionary
Funding

Specialist School Reporting (as
required)
Improved Outcomes for Gifted
Students
Primary School Counsellor (if
applicable)

